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Planetary Protection 

What is Planetary Protection?	


• 	
Preserve planetary conditions for future 
biological and organic constituent exploration	

	
– avoid “forward contamination”	


• 	
Protect Earth and its biosphere from potential 
extraterrestrial sources of contamination	

	
– avoid “backward contamination”	
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Life Affects the Evolution of Planets	
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Microbes are Everywhere on Earth	


Desulforudis audaxviator	


Rhizocarpon geographicum	


Most organisms live in fairly 
complex communities, in which 

members share resources and 
improve community survival	


Some communities are made up 
of small numbers of species: 

frequently found in more 
‘extreme’ environments	
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Introduced Organisms Can Have ���
Ecological Impacts	


Most stable communities 
are resistant to invasion by 

novel species	


However, sometimes 
organisms with novel 
capabilities can sweep 
through a community	


Salmonella typhimurium 
express more virulence genes 
after cultured growth in space	
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“…we urgently need to give some thought to the 
conservative measures needed to protect 	


future scientific objectives on the moon and the planets”	


Early Concerns: Protecting Science 
during Space Exploration	
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International Obligations	


•  The Outer Space Treaty of 1967	

–  Proposed to the UN in 1966; Signed in January 1967 	

–  Ratified by the US Senate on April 25th, 1967	


–  Article IX of the Treaty states that:	

	
 	
“...parties to the Treaty shall pursue studies of outer space including the Moon 	

	
 	
and other celestial bodies, and conduct exploration of them so as to avoid their 	

	
 	
harmful contamination and also adverse changes in the environment of the Earth	

	
 	
resulting from the introduction of extraterrestrial matter and, where necessary, 	

	
 	
shall adopt appropriate measures for this purpose...”	


•  The Committee on Space Research of the International Council for Science 
maintains an international consensus policy on planetary protection	

–  COSPAR policy represents an international scientific consensus, based on advice 

from national scientific members, including the US Space Studies Board	

–  COSPAR is consultative with the UN (through UN COPUOS and the Office of 

Outer Space Affairs) on measures to avoid contamination and protect the Earth 
under the Treaty	


NASA policy follows international guidelines	
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NASA Policy: ���
Planetary Protection Mission Constraints	


•  Depend on the nature of the mission 	

	
and on the target planet	


•  Assignment of categories for each 
specific mission/body is to take into 
account current scientific knowledge 
based on recommendations from 
scientific advisory groups 	


•  Specific measures may include:	

–  Documentation of spacecraft trajectories           

and spacecraft material archiving	

–  Spacecraft organic inventory 	

–  Restrictions on biological contamination	

–  Constraints on spacecraft operating procedures	

–  Restrictions on the handling of returned samples	


W. Peet, 1967	




Planetary Environments are Diverse"

Interior environments "
may be more similar to Earth:"
   - possible subsurface oceans, 
"both hot and cold"

   - subsurface rock, similar (?) to 
"inhabited Earth rocks"

The unaltered surfaces of most planets      "
    are cold, and by being cold, are dry"
       - spacecraft can change this"
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Sample Return Missions Are Category V	


Three are"
Restricted Earth Return!

Most Solar System Objects are"
Unrestricted Earth Return  !

Hayabusa	


Genesis	
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Lessons Learned from Past Missions	


Apollo spent considerable time and 
effort to prevent contamination from 
the moon–but organizational conflicts 
prevented proper implementation of 
pre-defined requirements.	
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One Sort of Life Detection: Viking	


Viking failed to grow life on Mars...	


...and that was the good news:	

– 	
On Earth, we can grow less than 0.1% of known Earth microbes	


Future life detection: microscopy, chemistry, etc... 	
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Planetary Protection Makes Sense:	


Don’t trash the place, or samples, 	

  before you have a chance to find it!	


People invest enormous effort to look for life...	


Bill Peet, 1974	





